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COMPACT

pellet boiler

COMPACT boiler is a complete pellet boiler room in compact 
dimensions, including all the necessary equipment of the 
installation. 

The innovative design with vertical heat exchanger offers 
compact dimensions, high efficiency and easy cleaning. 

The cleaning of the heat exchanger is performed by means of an 
integrated cleaning mechanism, actioned by a manual lever.

The boiler has an incorporated fuel tank of big capacity to 
ensure long autonomy.  

The pellet feed is done through a precision auger, offering 
maximum control over the combustion as well as fuel economy. 

The whole system is regulated by a digital controller, which is 
automatically adapting the air supply to the pellets quality by 
means of a air flow sensor and a unique formula technology. 

All boilers come completely equipped with pump, expansion 
vessel, air relief valve. 

Fuel

pellet

 Complete boiler room in compact dimensions

 Vertical heat exchanger with three passes of the fumes

 High efficiency stainless steel burning grate

 Integrated mechanical cleaning system with lever

 Forced draugt with exhaust fan

 Digital controller with multiple functions

 Automatic power setup

 Integrated chronothermostat with individual settings for every day of the week

 Integrated room temperature sensor or connection with an exteranl room thermostat

 Air flow sensor and automatic air adjusting for optimal pellet combustion

 Automatic error diagnosis

Main characteristics



  

Type COMPACT 25 COMPACT 35

Nominal power kW 25 35

Global power (max-min) kW 27,8-9,9 35,0-10,6

Pellet consumption (max-min) kg/h 5,5-2,2 7,7-3,1

Efficiency % 94,5 94,5

Water contents lit 28 40

Chimney diameter mm 80 80

Fuel tank kg 55 70

Fuel autonomy h 20 20

Power consumtion min-max W 525-225 540-240

Dimensions LxWxH mm 860x590x1190 880x590x1355

Weight kg 175 200

Electrical connections V/Hz 230/50 230/50
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TECHNICAL DATA

BOILER CONTROLLER

The boiler controller ensures the smooth and safe operation of the 
combustion and the heating system. The combustion is regulated by a 
unique formula technology with an airflow sensor, ensuring optimal 
combustion adjustment at all times.

 LCD screen (2x20signs)

 Five languages : English, Greek, Italian, French, Spanish

 Electric cable for connection

 GSM modem connection (optional)

 Room thermostat connection

 Automatic diagnosis of errors

 4A fuse for high voltage protection

 Built-in flash memory maintains programme settings and safety 
functions in case of power failure

 Automatic restart of the burner in case of a power failure

Airflow technology

Automatic power setup

Weekly programmer

Room thermostat

Alarm signals

abc Multilingual menu

The AIRFLOW technology is based on an air flow sensor which automatically recognizes the combustion quality and 
the fuel characteristics and adjusts the parameters accordingly.

The settings for pellet combustion are effected when the boiler and the chimney are clean and with a specific type of 
pellet. This means, that when the pellet quality and characteristics are changed (size, lenght, calorific power), and 
duuring the boiler operation, while ash is accummulating in the heat exchanger and the chimney, the initial settings 
are no more optimal, resulting in incomplete combustion, ignition error, high fuel consumption. 

The airflow sensor, combined with the unique formula technology in the controller algorithm, automatically 
adjusts the air flow during the boiler function under real conditions and at all times, thus ensuring perfect 
combustion, fuel savings, less ash, fewer errors and service problems.  

ADVANTAGES:

 Function even with low efficiency chimney

 Function with any quality of pellets

 Automatic air adjustment according to weather conditions

AIRFLOW TECHNOLOGY


